
 

Inject 2 System (In App Instructions) by Greg Rostami -
Trick

Magic that's ALWAYS with you.

"Rostami brings magic into the 21st century."
- David Blaine

"When THEIR phone is all you have, and you want to do MIRACLES, Inject is a
NECESSITY!"
- Dan White

"Inject is natural, versatile and PERFECT. An app you will LOVE using!"
- John Archer

"Inject is fantastic. Works flawlessly... I use it ALL the time."
- Jan Forster

"There are no magic apps that are better than teleFoto and Inject. Bravo!!!"
- Bobby Motta

"Inject isn't just one app, but MANY. So many powerful effects."
- Angelo Carbone

"Inject feels as organic as magic with any borrowed object. Direct.
POWERFUL!!"
- Justin Flom

"All of Greg's apps don't suggest the use of technology. Organic magic that can
be performed anytime in the REAL WORLD!"
- Patrick Kun

"Mentalism at its best without a visible phone."
- Titanas

"Everyone knows, I don't DO APPS... but with Greg's apps, there's NO PHONE
in play?! All I can say is... I USE IT and I LOVE IT!!!"
- Alexander Kolle
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From the creator of iForce and teleFoto comes the biggest revolution in phone
magic.

The Inject System runs on iOS and Android, but you can perform on any device.

All Inject effects are ON A BORROWED SPECTATOR'S PHONE without an
accomplice.

Imagine...

Instantly know what your spectator is searching for on THEIR phone (no
Bluetooth, no Wi-Fi).

Force anything on your spectator even though they have a completely FREE
choice!

Demonstrate your super-human memory of the dictionary or celebrity birthdays --
without memorization!

Leave an impossible photo on your spectator's Facebook page!

You will perform these astonishing effects and MORE with Inject.

So easy you'll perform in 5 minutes (includes video instructions).
You NEVER touch their phone and your phone is NEVER in play.
Perform Inject effects even if your phone is dead!
Comes with 18 ASTONISHING effects!
Create your own custom effects for endless possibilities.
No skill, no memorization, no accomplice, no Bluetooth, no Wi-Fi, no
voice recognition, no reset.
Perform surrounded, anytime, anywhere (with Internet) with NO PROPS!
Everything can be examined before and after the effect.
Works on ALL devices and ALL browsers.
The magic happens on THEIR phone!!

Without any props or skills, you'll perform amazing magic and mentalism that will
astound everyone!

TV performance rights are NOT included with purchase.
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All TV rights are reserved and available from Rostami Magic.

NOTE: Inject cannot be installed on Android devices that are running Android 12
and above. 
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